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ANIME TOKEN
ABOUT
Anime Token® aims to be the best cryptocurrency for otaku.
Anime BEP-20 token is a cryptocurrency of the new standards using the
binance smart blockchain. It allows the market to freely drive its value,
it’s optimized for ultra-fast trading.
We are dedicated to all Anime and Hentai fans arround the world and
building up international Anime & Hentai community on telegram and
discord.
We are the weeaboo anime token you have been waiting for!

ECOSYSTEM
You will find "Anime" listed on several
exchanges
decentralized
and
centralized! We giving big liquidity on
pancake swap, to give you the
opportunity to buy and sell whenever
you want.

DATA ANALYSIS AND WALLET
STORAGE
We are listed on several data
aggregators, so you will get in-depth
analysis of the crypto market and live
Anime Token statistics.

PLANS
We plan to make the best possible
cryptocurrency
for
our
otaku
audience. We believe that we can get
stronger and build a harem community.
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WHY ANIME TOKEN?
Anime Token is dedicated to all Anime and
Hentai fans arround the world. We are
building up international Anime & Hentai
community on telegram and discord.

ANIME TOKEN is not just a solid cryptocurrency that was built on top of proven and
reliable technologies such as the Binance
smart chain, it also has a provably fair and
transparent initial coin distribution, which we
believe are critical for the long-term success
and decentralization.
ANI is a currency for the anime community,
for fans and collectors, for weeabo and otaku.
Anime started as a MEME & fun token like
DOGE but meanwhile, it's a serious project,
listed on CEX and top exchanges.
Gives people the opportunity to yield farm
and stake ANIME. Anime Token is our lifestyle
ANI is art we will reflect in NFTs ( NonFungible Tokens ) with amazing graphic works
that you can share between friends!

FEATURES
◊ Fast Backups
◊ DeFI and yield farming with anime token
◊ Anime token on the binance smart chain has
extremely low fees
◊ Proof-of-stake consensus algorithm; proof of
staked authority
◊ Optimized Stack
◊ 24/7 Expert support
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MEET OUR CREATIVE TEAM
Mike and his team warmly welcome you and wish you fun on our
awesome platform!
It takes a lot of passion, commitment, energy and motivation to keep
Anime Token running.

Nana Wong

Mike Wang

Pucma

Ambasador & Marketing
Expert , Promotion

Founder and Ceo Of
The Relaunched Anime Token
Project

Promoter , Telegram Channel
Admin

BUY AND FARM NFT'S WITH
STAKING ANIME
ERC1155 is a multi token standard and includes
batch functionality. ERC-1155 is the only token that
enables you to create every type of asset, real estate
and digital art and videos.

We use ERC1155 on Binance
smart chain as NFT
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OUR PARTNERS
PancakeSwap is
an automated
market maker
("AMM") that
allows two
tokens to be
exchanged on
the Binance
Smart Chain. It
is fast, cheap,
and allows
anyone to
participate.

Bilaxy exchange
is a centralized
exchange,
places a strong
focus on liquidity
and focus on
transparency,
reliability,
quality
execution, and
client services.

Cryptocurrency
exchange
motoring the
future of crypto.
ANI / USDT &
ANI / BNB pair.

Hotbit is a digital
asset trading
platform with
the lowest
transaction fees
in the market.
Used by many
traders around
the world and
millions of
transactions
happen every
day. ANI/USDT

GET INVOLVED
STAKING
Stake ANI and rarn on SatoExchange 1% daily staking rewards!

VALUE DEFI MINING
Use ANI & BNB Cake LP tokens to farm more ani. High APR%

TENET FARM
The easy mode, click on "Convert and add LP token" now you can
choose "single currency (only ANI) or Multi ANI & BNB.
KINDCOW YIELD FARMING APPLICATION
DeFi farming with LP tokens with our partner, high APR% reward
KIND.
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FAQ
(FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS)

What is Anime Crypto
ANIME TOKEN is not just a solid crypto-currency that was built on top
of proven and reliable technologies such as the Binance smart chain, it
also has a provably fair and transparent initial coin distribution, which
we believe are critical for the long-term success and decentralization.
ANI is a currency for the anime community, for fans and collectors, for
weeabo and otaku. Anime started as a MEME & fun token like DOGE
but meanwhile, it's a serious project, listed on CEX and top
exchanges. Gives people the opportunity to yield farm and stake
ANIME. Anime Token is our lifestyle ANI is art we will reflect in NFTs
( Non- Fungible Tokens ) with amazing graphic works that you can
share between friends!

What usecases we have?
Yield farming staking pools, buy and sell NFTs (Non-fungible Tokens)
ERC1155 on our market place.
Liquidity mining. Select your faming pool! Limited and unique NFT with
Ani Tokens

What currency can use to buy Anime Token
We mainly use BNB Binance Token to buy/sell and exchange to ANI

What shall I do If I have not found my questions in this list
For faster response, please use our contact form.
Additionally, logged in users can enjoy a dedicated customer support
manage who will answer all of your questions via online messenger.
You can send your question to our email: support@animetoken.me
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